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            Abstract
Machine learning-based clinical decision support tools for sepsis create opportunities to identify at-risk patients and initiate treatments at early time points, which is critical for improving sepsis outcomes. In view of the increasing use of such systems, better understanding of how they are adopted and used by healthcare providers is needed. Here, we analyzed provider interactions with a sepsis early detection tool (Targeted Real-time Early Warning System), which was deployed at five hospitals over a 2-year period. Among 9,805 retrospectively identified sepsis cases, the early detection tool achieved high sensitivity (82% of sepsis cases were identified) and a high rate of adoption: 89% of all alerts by the system were evaluated by a physician or advanced practice provider and 38% of evaluated alerts were confirmed by a provider. Adjusting for patient presentation and severity, patients with sepsis whose alert was confirmed by a provider within 3â€‰h had a 1.85-h (95% CI 1.66â€“2.00) reduction in median time to first antibiotic order compared to patients with sepsis whose alert was either dismissed, confirmed more than 3â€‰h after the alert or never addressed in the system. Finally, we found that emergency department providers and providers who had previous interactions with an alert were more likely to interact with alerts, as well as to confirm alerts on retrospectively identified patients with sepsis. Beyond efforts to improve the performance of early warning systems, efforts to improve adoption are essential to their clinical impact and should focus on understanding providersâ€™ knowledge of, experience with and attitudes toward such systems.
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Extended data

Extended Data Fig. 1 Retrospective predictive performance of the TREWS model.
Performance of the TREWS model on retrospective data. Figure (a) shows the receiver operating characteristic curve and Figure (b) shows the sensitivityâ€“PPV curve (also referred to as the precision-recall curve).


Extended Data Fig. 2 Annotated screenshot of the TREWS interface.
Annotated screenshot of the TREWS provider evaluation page. Annotations show the main provider actions: reviewing the alert explanation, indicating whether the patient has a suspected source of infection and reviewing sources of organ dysfunction.


Extended Data Table 1 Time from alert to first antibiotic order among retrospectively identified sepsis patientsFull size table


Extended Data Table 2 TREWS alert volume per day during the study period including re-alerts and alerts flagging patients who are candidates for escalationFull size table


Extended Data Table 3 Population characteristicsFull size table


Extended Data Table 4 Model featuresFull size table
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